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U.S. Congress Accepts 
Portrait of Gálvez 

 
Thanks to the tireless efforts of Teresa 

Valcarce, the U.S. Senate has agreed to accept 
a portrait of Bernardo de Gálvez.  After a year 
and a half of calling and writing and attending 
meetings, Teresa finally finished something that 
was started by Oliver Pollock back in 1783. 

Teresa says that now it is up to the Spanish 
Embassy and the Congress to coordinate the 
hanging of the Gálvez portrait.  The portrait is 
currently in the frame shop and the new frame 
should be completely finished around September 
10th.  When it is completed, Teresa will deliver 
the portrait and the delivery will be covered by 
public Spanish televsion in front of the Capitol. 

Gálvez will now hang in the Halls of 
Congress as a tribute to the many contributions 
he, his army and his country made to our 
success in the American Revolution. 

Many thanks go out to Teresa for working so 
hard and accomplishing this seemingly 
insurmountable task that was initiated 231 years 
ago.  Great job, Teresa! 
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Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez 
Youth Chapter 

Krueger Middle School 
 

Governor Joe Perez is working with 
Krueger Middle School Band Director Vicky 
Watson to start a Granaderos y Damas de 
Gálvez Youth Chapter at that school.  What 
started out as a chance meeting at a history fair 
a few years ago is now gaining ground. 

The original idea was to start a Fife & Drum 
Corps at the school, which would have Krueger 
offering something no other school in this area 
has to offer to its students.  In the process, the 
idea has transformed into a full blown Youth 
Chapter of our organization which will not only 
have band members in a Fife & Drum Corps but 
also Regular Members made up of students 
who are interested in history. 

 
Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez 

Laredo Chapter 
Mr. Walter Herbeck Jr. met Governor Joe Perez during an event at 

St. Mary’s University and noticed we have chapters in other cities.  Mr. 
Herbeck is interested in starting a Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez 
Chapter in Laredo, where he spends time and has many contacts. 

Laredo is home to the biggest George Washington birthday 
celebration in the country with 27 events in 32 days and half a million 
guests every year. 

Fifer Julie Soto lives in Laredo as do others who are currently in living 
history groups in that city.  It is believed that there will be interest in a 
chapter in Laredo and Governor Perez will work with Mr. Herbeck on the 
feasibility of a chapter there.  They will go over the requirements and 
business matters such as bylaws, meetings, membership dues and other 
items.  We’ll keep you posted. 
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      Next Meeting 
 

     Wednesday, Sept. 3 
   Royal Inn Oriental Cuisine 
          5440 Babcock Rd 
  Dinner at 6:30   Meeting at 7:15 
                 Guest Speaker: 
            Jose Antonio Lopez 
                      The First 
      Texas Independence, 1813 
                   
 
 
 
José Antonio “Joe” López was born and raised in 
Laredo, Texas, and is a USAF Veteran. He now 
lives in Universal City, Texas. He is the author of 
three books: “The Last Knight (Don Bernardo 
Gutierrez de Lara Uribe, A Texas Hero,”, “Nights of 
Wailing, Days of Pain (Life in 1920s South Texas)”, 
and “The First Texas Independence, 1813”. Lopez is 
also the founder of the Tejano Learning Center, 
LLC, and www.tejanosunidos.org, a web site 
dedicated to Spanish Mexican people and events in 
U.S. history that are mostly overlooked in mainstream history books. 

Upcoming Events 
 

We have no events 
scheduled for September 



 

Here is a revised article for youths from the website of the U.S. Army Old Guard Fife & Drum Corps. 
 

Fife & Drum During the Revolutionary War 
 

During the Revolutionary War, armies didn’t have radios to talk 
to each other with. Music was the main way for them to 
communicate over long distances. It is widely recognized that the 
use of the fife and drum came from the armies of Switzerland, 
hundreds of years before America was discovered by Europeans. 
The fife was used because of its high pitched sound and the drum 
because of its low pitched sound. Both instruments can be heard 
from great distances and even through the sounds of a battlefield. Fifers and drummers would 
provide the music for all of the things that soldiers would need to do throughout the day. They would 
play tunes in the camp, on the battlefield, or for a march. 

 
Most of the musicians would have been boys that were too young to fight in the war but were 

following their fathers who were fighting. Other musicians could have been men who were too old to 
fight. This meant that males that were younger than 16 or older than 50 could serve as musicians in 
the army. To help the young musicians, Drum and Fife Majors would have been musically talented 
soldiers who instructed the young musicians. 

 
On the battlefield, musicians had the responsibility of helping keep order in battle and make sure 

the soldiers functioned well as a unit. Drummers would play beatings telling the soldiers to turn right 
or left as well as to load and fire their muskets. There was a tune called 
Cease Fire that fifers and drummers would play to tell the soldiers to 
stop firing at the end of a battle while a tune called Parley was used to 
signal to the enemy that a surrender or peace talk was desired. 

 
In the camp, fifers and drummers were used to help regulate the 

working day. Every task that needed to be carried out would be signaled 
by a fife and a drum. Tunes were used to tell the soldiers to wake up, 

eat meals, and perform camp chores. Music was provided for ceremonies that were 
used to start and end the working day. Whenever a command needed to be spread 
throughout the army, whether it be in the camp or on a battlefield, a fifer and drummer 
would play the tune, and other fifers and drummers would start playing the same tune, 
until the whole army knew what they needed to do. 

 
For a march, tunes were played while armies marched through towns to show the people that the 

armies were in high spirits. During a long march, music could have been provided, but musicians 
would also just carry their instruments to save their energy and make sure that they did not alert the 
enemy that they were close by. 

       Granaderos de Gálvez 
     Fife & Drum Corps 



 
Books for Children that have information about General Bernardo de Gálvez 

 
Portraits of Hispanic American Heroes by Juan Felipe Herrera and illustrated by Raul Colon 

published by the Penguin Group and released August 7, 2014.  It is aimed at readers 
ages 8 to 12 or grades 3 to 7, it is a 96-page, richly illustrated book with biographies 
on twenty Hispanic Americans, including Bernardo de Gálvez. 
 
Lorenzo’s Secret Mission by Lila & Rick Guzman published by 
Piñata Books.  This book follows the journey of 15-year-old Lorenzo 
Banister on his mission to deliver medical supplies from New 
Orleans to the American Colonists.  He meets Bernardo de Gálvez 

and George Washington along the way.   This book is aimed at grades 6 – 9. 
 
Bernardo de Gálvez (Latinos in American History) by Russell 
Roberts, published by Mitchell Lane Publishers.  This book, aimed at grade levels 
Elementary and Junior High, covers the life of Bernardo de Gálvez from birth to his 
untimely death.  For a short book, it covers a lot of ground with a few of the 
chapters titled Gálvez In Louisiana, Aiding the Americans, Preparing For War, and 
Yo Solo.  In the chapter titled Mysterious Death, it states, “There was a rumor 
when Gálvez died that he was poisoned by people worried that he would use his 
great popularity to overthrow Spanish rule and declare himself as the ruler of 
Mexico.” 

 

On September 21, 1779, General Gálvez captured the British fort at Baton Rouge.  Lt. Colonel 
Alex Dickson was impressed with the treatment of British prisoners after the battle.  In his letter to 
General Campbell, Dickson wrote: 
 
“I must, in justice to his Excellency Don Bernardo de Galvez, say, that the officers 
and soldiers, who are prisoners of war at this place, are treated with the greatest 
generosity and attention, not only by the officers, but even the Spanish soldiers seem 
to take pleasure in being civil and kind to the prisoners in general.” 
 

Bernardo de Gálvez, Services to the American Revolution, p.352 
Compiled by Charles Robert Churchill 

Louisiana Society SAR 
Published, March 4, 1925 

Happy Birthday To Our September Babies 
 

Dorothy Perez  9/5   Lucila Flores   9/23 
G. Roland Vela  9/18  Vangie Garcia  9/26 
Eileen Barrientos  9/22  Michael Rojas  9/30 

 

May you each have a wonderful birthday! 



 

Reservationcounter.com is a popular hotel reservation service servicing over 
150,000 hotels around the world.  Below is text from a promotion on their website. 
 
Hotels near Bernardo De Galvez Statue in Washington D.C.:  There are many 
prime attractions in D.C. and booking hotels near Bernardo De Galvez Statue in 
Washington DC puts you near many of them. Start your trip to the District of Columbia 
with a stop at this noted statue. 
 
A Champion of Liberty:  Bernardo De Galvez, a Spanish soldier who was served as 
Governor of Louisiana, began his support of the revolutionaries by smuggling goods up 
the Mississippi River in 1777.  Two years later, his involvement in the war began in 
earnest when he famously intercepted a secret letter from King George to General 
John Campbell that stated General Campbell should begin an attack on New Orleans. 

Galvez immediately prepared Louisiana for war and won his first battles in 
Manchac, Baton Rouge, and Natchez, which freed lower Mississippi from the British 
forces.  He then went on to recapture Mobile and, more importantly, took back Florida 
for Spain. His successes played no small part in the overall success of the war for 
America’s freedom. 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 

 
On Friday, August 29th, Joe Perez gave a 30-minute presentation at 

the Federation of Genealogical Societies Conference.  He gave a 
presentation in an Exhibit Hall at the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention 
Center and covered Spain’s covert contributions to the American 
Colonists before 1779 as well as Galvez’ Gulf Coast Campaign and the 
Texas cattle drives to Louisiana to feed the troops of Gálvez.  He also 
spoke about the uniform of the Navarra regiment and the accoutrements 
such as the musket, sword, bayonet, grenade, haversack and cartridge 
pouch. 

If you haven’t already done so, please go to 
our chapter’s Facebook page and click on the 
“Like” button. 

One measure of success of a Facebook page is the number of “Likes” it 
accumulates. 

On March 29, 2014, our Facebook page had 270 “Likes”.  By July 6th, after our 4th 
of July ceremony, we had jumped to 341.  As of August 29th, we have 373 “Likes”.  
You can see that we have had a lot of traffic on our Facebook page, which is filled 
with pictures of recent activities and picture albums that appeal to anyone who has an 
interest in Spanish Colonial America.  So, the next time you are on the internet, go to 
www.Facebook.com and search for Granaderos de Galvez and when you get to our 
page, click the “Like” button and help us increase awareness of our page. 
 



                                 The Sign 
By 

Robert Thonhoff 
 
One of the most recognized symbols in the world, the $ 

sign, has been around over two hundred years, yet few 
Americans know how it originated and evolved. 

The dollar symbol originated during the American 
Revolution when the Continental Congress, in the midst of 
all its other problems, was struggling to adopt a currency.  In 
1775 the Continental Congress, on a proposal by Thomas 
Jefferson, rejected the British Sterling and adopted the 
“Spanish Milled Dollar” as its basic monetary unit. 

Oliver Pollock, the New Orleans merchant who acted as 
an intermediary between the American government and General Bernardo de Gálvez, is 
accredited with originating the symbol.  Through his efforts, great amounts of money, arms, 
ammunition, and military supplies were acquired from Spain and funneled into the American 

colonies. 
The “S” alludes to Spain, and the two vertical 

marks “||” allude to the Pillars of Hercules.  
Shown below is a “Spanish milled dollar,” or 
peso, that was minted in Mexico City in 1781, the 
year that the Spanish and French forces 
commanded by General Bernardo de Gálvez 
fought and won the Battle of Pensacola.  On the 
obverse, or front side, is an image of King Carlos 
III.  On the reverse is the image of the royal coat 
of arms flanked by the Pillars of Hercules, which 
adorned most Spanish coins of the period. 

The origin and significance of the dollar ($) sign is yet another part of our wonderful 
Spanish heritage in America that has somehow been lost, forgotten, or obscured. 

 
REFERENCES: 

James Alton James, Oliver Pollock: The Life and Times of an Unknown Patriot (Books for Libraries 
Press, Freeport, New York, first published 1937, reprinted 1970).  See, especially, APPENDIX II: “Oliver 

Pollock and the Development of the   Mark,” pp. 356-359.    
 
Carlos M. Fernández-Shaw, The Hispanic Presence in North America from 1492 to Today, (Facts on File, Inc., 
New York, NY, 1987 and 1991), pp. 41-43. 
 
For a brief and concise account of the vital role of Spain, including Texas, during the American War of 
Independence, see Robert H. Thonhoff’s Quadrilogy of Essays in www.granaderos.org .  These essays, written 
both in English and in Spanish, have a good, basic listing of references for supporting and additional 
information for those interested in learning more about the subject. 

 

Spanish Milled Dollar 
Obverse, 1781 

Spanish Milled Dollar 
Reverse, 1781 



 
Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez Meeting Minutes 

For the meeting held August 6, 2014 at the Royal Inn Oriental Cuisine Restaurant 
Submitted by Secretary Briana Perez 

 
 
 
Attendance: 
Reyna Araiza, Abel Araiza, Edward Butler, Hector Cardenas, Pauline Faz, Joaquin Faz, Lucila Flores, 
Roberto Flores, Carlos Garza, Elma Gonzalez, Sergio Gonzalez, Deborah Guerra, Jesse Guerra, Robert 
Hancock, Walter Herbeck Jr., Yolanda Kirkpatrick, Larry Kirkpatrick, Olga Lizcano, Manuel Lizcano, 
Hannah Martinez, Barbara Mendoza, Manny Mendoza, Joe Perez, Rueben Perez, Susan Thonhoff 
Rodriguez, Elizabeth Salinas, James Salinas, Victoria Thonhoff, Robert Thonhoff, Vicky Watson, Richard 
Whynot, Joe J. Zavala 
 

 Governor Joe Perez opened the meeting at 7:22 p.m. 
 The Invocation was given by Robert Thonhoff. 
 The Pledge of Allegiance was led by James Salinas. 
 Joe Perez welcomed guests Sergio & Elma Gonzalez, Manny & Barbara Mendoza, Hannah Martinez, 

Walter Herbeck and Carlos Garza. 
 In the absence of the Secretary and Treasurer, their reports were tabled. 
 Joe mentioned events in which our group participated in the previous month, which were the 4th 

of July Patriotic Ceremony, the 4th of July Parade, Farias Fun Day and serving as Honor Guard for 
the Spanish Consul General to Mexico at St. Mary’s. 

 Joe announced that he will be working with Walter Herbeck, Jr. on establishing a Granaderos y 
Damas de Gálvez Chapter in Laredo.  Mr. Herbeck spoke about the need to have a chapter there. 

 Joe announced that he will work with Vicky Watson, Band Director at Krueger Middle School, to 
establish a Youth Chapter at that school.  Ms. Watson spoke about the possibility of having a 
chapter there as an extra-curricular activity which will appeal to students in the history club and 
band students as fifers and drummers. 

 Joe reminded everyone about our National Meeting in St. Augustine, Florida, which is sponsored 
by the Jacksonville Chapter and will be held on October 24-25, 2014.  He said he wants the San 
Antonio Chapter to host the meeting next year since it is the 40th Anniversary of our group and we 
are the founding chapter. 

 Joe announced our sponsorship of the First Annual Military Tattoo and explained that a Military 
Tattoo goes back to the 1500s and has now evolved into an event where various type of groups 
perform in front of an audience.  The event will be on October 18, 2014 at Fort Sam Houston’s 
MacArthur Field.  We will perform with our Fife & Drum Corps, Musket Detail and Color Guard and 
will have various other musical, dance, equestrian and military groups performing. 

 Hector J. Cardenas gave an excellent presentation on the “History of the San Antonio Fire 
Department, 1854 – Present” and answered many questions afterwards.  His presentation was 
very well received. 

 Governor Perez adjourned the meeting at 9:00 p.m. 


